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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
 
This project report is to design and implement a Vacuum Robot. Vacuum 
Robot is designed to make cleaning process become easier rather than by using 
manual vacuum. The idea is basically by having the sensor to detect any object and 
send the output to a PIC that will control the Vacuum Robot movement. By using 
Vacuum Robot, user can just turn on the Vacuum Robot to clean without having to 
operate the Vacuum. The methodology and scope of study are performed by doing 
literature reviews and research on various sensors, motor, PIC, and the programming 
of the PIC. Vacuum Robot will have several criteria that are efficient, organized and 
user-friendly, which meets human needs. 
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ABSTRAK 
 
 
 
 
Laporan projek ini adalah untuk mereka bentuk dan melaksanakan Robot 
Vacuum. Robot Vacuum direka untuk membuat kerja pembersihan menjadi lebih 
mudah berbanding dengan menggunakan vakum manual. Idea ini adalah pada 
asasnya mempunyai sensor untuk mengesan apa-apa objek halangan dan menghantar 
output kepada PIC yang akan mengawal pergerakan robot vakum. Dengan 
menggunakan robot vakum, pengguna hanya boleh menghidupkan robot vakum 
untuk membersihkan tanpa perlu mengawal operasi vakum itu. Kaedah dan skop 
kajian dilakukan dengan melakukan ulasan kesusasteraan dan penyelidikan mengenai 
pelbagai sensor, motor, PIC dan pengaturcaraan PIC. Robot Vacuum akan 
mempunyai beberapa kriteria yang cekap, teratur dan mesra pengguna, yang 
memenuhi keperluan manusia. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 
 
 
INTRODUCION 
 
 
 
 
 Before starting the project, the basic knowledge of the water tank level 
monitoring system should understand. This chapter is discussing briefly the overall 
requirement that needed to implementing this project. 
 
 
1.1 Project Overview 
 
Mobile robots are getting special attention now-a-days in everyday use. Especially 
cleaning robot applications are at hand today and tend to become a mass market. 
Cleaner robots are very popular in high class country such as Japan, America, and 
Europe. 
Smart Vacuum Cleaner mobile Smart vacuum cleaner is a mobile robot with 
cleaning function. It designed to make cleaning process become easier for human 
task. This project is about hardware and software. The hardware of smart vacuum 
cleaner mobile robot consists of the microcontroller, the motor, the vacuum, the 
sensor, the power distribution and also the chassis for the robot. Software MicroC 
and Proteus is used to write the programming and simulate the circuit design. To 
complete this mobile robot its require to design an efficient algorithm to enable smart 
vacuum clean the whole area.  
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1.2 Project Objective 
 
The main objective of this project is to design and implement a vacuum robot 
prototype. To achieve the goal of this project, research about sensor, control circuit, 
motor, microcontroller and its software need to be done to choose which part more 
suitable for this project. The project is aimed to meet the following objectives: 
(a) To design a mobile vacuum cleaner robot.  
The idea to design mobile vacuum with efficient basic body suitable is to clean dust 
in a large area and difficult terrain. (In prototype it’s not for large area). 
(b) To create a systematic control system with the real situation. 
In automated robot control system requires an appropriate algorithm to function. For 
vacuum robot, the algorithm design that fits obstacle conditions required. 
(c) To identify the appropriate sensor and device. 
In creating mobile robot vacuum requires components that are appropriate to each 
function. a study is made for choosing the right components for this project. 
 
 
1.3 Problem Statement 
 
In fact, most of us usually using sweep for cleaning. From time to time technology 
come up and need to upgrade for easier human task. In addition, most of the people 
are working and they did not have enough time to clean, it cause to Demand of 
market to cleaner robot.  
Furthermore, most of the designations of vacuum robot in the market are expensive 
and large in size. So it is difficult to clean anywhere, under beds, as well as kitchen 
baseboard. Therefore, this project is built to be one of the advantages for human to 
clean the floor within small period and more effective. Dust and debris such as lizard 
poop not good to home environment especially to children. 
Hygiene is very important for all of the indoor floor area, especially the area of 
worship and rest areas. However, to ensure hygiene is maintained with consistent and 
efficient, cleaner machine required carrying out the cleaning process runs easily and 
effectively. 
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In the market, cleaning robot designed with high technology, but the algorithms used 
are random, so there is a restricted area cannot be cleaned. Furthermore the prices 
were too expensive to reach a thousand dollars Malaysia.  
 
 
1.4 Scope Of Project 
 
Job scope to complete this project is comprised of hardware and software works. 
Research needs to be done to examine every specification design, and all devices in 
accordance with the project. Scope of work to be carried out for completing the 
project is divided into four. 
(a) Smart vacuum design. 
Mobile vacuum cleaner robot design is important to make the objective to achieve.  
(b) Design algorithm of motion. 
Algorithm about the desire movement planning to make the autonomous robot is 
working properly. 
(c) Operating system vacuum. 
Operating system is about the controller and driver of the mobile vacuum cleaner 
robot, to receive and process input signal from sensor then produce output signal to 
let actuator working. 
(d) Power supply.  
Power supply must be support to all of the load. 
The scope of this project is divided in several phase which are mainly the planning, 
research, material selection, constructing prototype and lastly testing the all the 
integrated hardware that have been developed. The hardware involves designing the 
mechanical parts and electrical parts of Vacuum Robot prototypes. The mechanical 
part involves the chassis, the drive system, the sensor layout and the electrical part 
involves in microcontroller, drive circuit and sensor interface. To design algorithm 
for this project must consider the obstacle detection and obstacle avoidance. 
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1.5 Thesis Outline 
 
To design a vacuum mobile robot which is automated function, 3 importance element 
are must to concern, which is:- 
(a) Controller 
A main circuit consist microcontroller IC to receive specific signal from other device 
(sensor) and manipulate the signal base on programming code and produce other 
discrete signal (digital) to perform the output for actuator. To let the mobile vacuum 
cleaner robot function with automated, an algorithm are design and express the 
design into programming code.  
The aim an algorithm designed, to plan the movement and decision making of the 
robot. There have 2 major conditions have to design in algorithm, one is wall 
detection, and another is obstacle detection. 
(b) Sensors  
Sensors are importance part for automatic system device. A lot of types of sensor are 
available to use and most of them are produce analogue signal to represent the value 
of parameter in current. A circuit called signal conditioning circuit need to interface 
the signal to other system, that is because the signal from sensor usually in very low 
voltage or current, other signal amplifier require  to amplify the signal become a 
signal that possible to read by controller.  
 The mobile vacuum cleaner robot requires 3 sensors to detect obstacle. The 
requirement of sensor is able to detect object at least in 10cm in distance. Each 
sensor has their own function signal and difference priority. 
(c) Actuator  
Actuators are part to generate the output. The mobile vacuum cleaner robot using 2 
motor to move and 1 vacuum cleaner mobile. Each the actuator will be supply the 
power from the driver circuit. Driver circuit function to receive the low current signal 
from microcontroller and by using simple switching, driver circuit with difference 
power supply will be drive the voltage to actuator.  
 
  
  
 
CHAPTER 2 
 
 
 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
 
 
This chapter is a collection of information related to the project to assist and smart 
mobile robot vacuum. This study is important in order to avoid errors during the 
project and understanding the PIC configurations and to make sure the best possible 
decisions are made to implement this project. 
 
 
2.1 Cleaning Robot (ROOMBAi)[1] 
 
Cleaning robot project (RoomBai) is from the Indian Institute of Technology, 
Bombay Mumbai. The objective of the project is to build a robot, capable of cleaning 
a floor of the rectangular shape of the given area. The approach is That Used instead 
of mapping and cleaning That was Used in previous year project (Using white line 
sensors), the robot moves forward starting from one corner of the cleaning area 
(simultaneously cleaning also rates) until an Angus is encountered and Then move 
inward by avoiding Angus in rectangular spiral fashion with tackling special cases of 
missing.  
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In the Roombai, they have several objectives to achieve and the idea of design also 
clears by their target achievement as follow:-    
(a) Project goals  
To implement a robot that cleans a room with no or less unclean place traversed with 
minimum repetition.  
(b) Deliverables  
Efficient cleaning with optimum amount of time with less same area repetition.  
(c) Distinct Features:  
No white line sensors are used. No mapping of obstacles is done, so dynamic 
addition of obstacle is possible. Less repetition of previously traversed area.  
(d) Assumptions:  
The object dimension is assumed to be not more than robot’s dimension. The shape 
of the room is rectangular. The distance between any two obstacles is greater than 
robot size.  
(e) Limitations the application  
There may be cases where same previously cleaned area will be repeated. Orientation 
of robot sometimes may disturb as no white line sensors are used.  
 
 
Figure 2.1: Rectangular algorithm 
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Figure 2.1 shows the algorithm was design for Roombai project. The algorithm shape 
is the rectangular algorithm. Base on the Figure 2.1 roombai robot begin with around 
the side of wall and then robot will done the circle change their direction to come 
inside. The problem that the algorithm face is the roombai robot cannot to identify 
either the robot done the cycle or not. And another problem is the robot cannot 
differentiate between the wall and obstacle.   
 
Figure 2.2: State chart of the project design 
Figure 2.2 shows the state chart of the project design of the roombai project. The 
chart explains how to construct the programming and decision making of roombai 
algorithm.  
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2.2 Autonomous Vacuum Robot [2] 
 
This Autonomous Vacuum Robot developed for for Laboratory of Microcomputing 
(LAMI) Swiss Federal Institude of Technology lausanne, Switszerland. two type of 
motion structures using wheeled mobile robots(synchro-drive) and the simple and 
classical structure based on two lateral wheels and tracks. By using this two 
structures can be able with complex situation using simple control strategies. For 
autonomous vacuum robot they choose to use second once which is more simpler to 
build. They apply a complete set mobile robot (called koala) as a basic element for 
the project.  
 
 
Figure 2.3: The koala robot in its commercial version. 
To find the best shape for this application they compared many different possibilities 
shown in figure below, where the cleaning area is colour black. In general, the 
possible solutions can be classified into three categories: simple shapes, round robots 
and robots with an arm. 
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a. Simple shape b.   Round shape c.    Robot with arm 
Figure 2.4 :  Mobile robot shape 
 
Vacuum mobile robot with 2DOF 
 
Figure 2.5: Wall following 
 
 
Figure 2.6: Koala robot modified and equiped with an 2DOF arm 
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Figure 2.7: Autonomous vacuum cleaner algorithm 
 
 
2.3 Selection Part and Component 
 
To make a selection for each device that will be used in this project, the research 
should be conducted to look at the suitability of the device according to the 
specifications required. Comparisons were conducted to assess the suitability of the 
device. Parts and components that need to be studied are the sensors, basic body of 
material, device controller, power supply, and a motor. 
 
 
2.3.1 Sensor 
 
Sensor is very importance in this project, which is function to detect obstacle in front 
and to detect end of floor. 
To choose type of sensor, several specifications need to consider. 
